Welcome to the Observatory, fellow lovers of the Stars. Remember to sign this logbook for each visit you make. Include:

- time in, time out
- what you did, what you saw, what you experienced include drawings, poetry, musings on the meaning of life, contemplations of the insignificance of the planet and the stretching void of the heavens
- a readable signature

May the skies be clear and Dark,

Peter Hedman
STAHR President 2009

Loomis-Michéal Telescope Logbook
placed 7 June 2009

by STAHR
Student Astronomers at Harvard Radcliffe
6/7/2009  8:00pm - 8:20pm
Came up to drop off observatory supplies scavenged by during
Senior Move out. New TV for video eyepiece. Abandoned THIS.

SIGN THE LOGBOOK

Many adventures to come this Fall.

Peter

PS: I added the repaired lens cap to the telescope.

6/7/2009  8:15 p.m.  Erik Frey and Sarah Hunter walked out to the observation deck
to see the Boston Skyline. It was cloudy. The end.

6/10/09 Beautiful night.

6/12/09 Kind of hazy, see some stars. - Josh Z

6/13/09 Kind of cloudy, watched the sunset. Stephanie

Cloudyish. Watched sunset. City is beautiful.

Sped on foot. Pedestrians. One guy had a really

weird bike. Also, binoculars are amazing.

6/17/09

I came with my friend Mark to get a nice look of
the Boston skyline.

Mauricio Artavia

6/19/09

I was up here again with my friend Mary.

Mauricio Artavia

6/19/09

Beautiful view - thank you Mauricio!

Mary E. Koehler

CAPM = \( \beta = \alpha + \beta P + \epsilon \)
Here to take in the view w/ some friends.

Joe Poineer

6/27/09

29/6/09. Kansas City, MO. Cause we always come together.

7/4/09 7/4/09 is great. View of the city, but the clouds were obscured. It’s Peter. (The red ibis rises while the sun god lies prostrate on Phoenician tile.)

- Erin Estes - Kirkland 2010


6/7/09 7/7/09 Turn Rite here to slow on grass around. Not touching the telescope at all.

7/9/09 Showed some friends the view from above. Rare. Rumble.

07/13/2009
Brought my friend Camisha!!! up to the observatory to see the GORGEOUS view! So fun - experimented w/ picture-taking.

Alvin Kamum

07/13/09
Visited the observatory up my friend Alison to see the super awesome view and take cool pictures.

-Camisha Card

07/13/09
Came and learned how to use the observatory.

-Derek Cockshute

Observatory training. Good view of planets + Jupiter.

-Shawn Low

Telescope training. -David Le Sane
ZEMC Telescope b4x! -Andy Brody
Spectacular view of Saturn! -Brian Hutton

STAHR Repeat - Dan Banta

Taught a class. Yay! Ben Breny

-Bastille Day, 2009

I came to see the beautiful skyline with a few friends. -Mauricio Atravía

Dr. My FAV DILLARD
IAN BROWN, GELB - BEAUTIFUL!

-Renee Peterson

A nice and peaceful, cool place. Happy to see at

-Renee Peterson
The best view of Boston! I am glad I survived the ship's 6 hour tour.

15/07 Shawn Law
Brought a friend to observe the deck (not the view).

7/15 — Found the Cambridge Savings Bank — it was pretty tough to find. Saw some sketchy guy driving around with a van. I think he's got something inside.
— Scott

7/17 — Cloudy but still a nice evening to take in the view.
— Alan

7/18 — Scott is a BALLER!! Thanks for showing us the ROOF! Dang skippy!
— Wes & Lindsey
Beautiful views of the picture of galaxies including Messier 31. Thanks for the cards.
— Taylor

7/18 — Great facility! John Carpenter

7/18 — Brought up my fam, sweet view, as always.
— Scott

7/18 — Looking at the view from the deck.
— Dave Lefevre

Came back later with a friend to look at Jupiter.
— [Signature]
7/19/09  Great view of Jupiter around 2am. Doug McCun

    LED MONKEY WAS HERE.
    (Searchin' for UCLA-GIRLS?)

7/22/09  Early morning, had a second, figured I'd take a look from the deck.
          Might just have to make it a habit of it, love the view.
          [Signature]

7/22/09  Brought the Missionaries of the Eucharist to see the view.

    [Signature] [Signature] [Signature]
    [Signatures]

7/24/09  Saw a gorgeous view with my sweetheart, Chris.
          Despite the cloudy weather, blocking the stars.
          Beautiful night.

          [Signature]
          The clouds and chilly air did not ruin the sweet romantic
          view I enjoyed with my darling, Alison. It almost felt as
          if we were drifting away on one of the clouds.

7/24/09  Brought a couple of people up to the observation
          deck. Opened the dome, but it was too cloudy so
          we had to try again another day.

          [Signature]
          We also saw interesting things.
7/27/09 5:30 pm  Need: dark & quieter place to read.

7/27 It's kind of hard to sign the log book in the dark.

7/27 Haze and cloudy skies hid the moon, but they couldn't hide the views of Cambridge.

7/28 Brought friends up to see the moon/very cloudy skies though.

07/30 Josh Z view

7/30/09 8:40 pm Lauren Weiss.

Preparing for telescope training class. Observatory is unusually tidy... we must have had a clean visit over the summer. Clear night w/ beautiful 1st quarter moon, should be a good class!

07/30/09 9:10 pm Vernon Wu taking telescope training class.

07/30/09 9:10 pm Sana Raoof taking telescope training class.

07/30/09 9:10 pm Gemma Tin taking telescope training class.

07/30/09 9:10 pm Anil Esmail learning to use telescope class.

07/30/09 9:10 pm Rob Corty lookup WU.

07/30/09 9:10 pm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>ID#</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>House</th>
<th>Email</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gerald Tin</td>
<td>20664908</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>W. Ing</td>
<td>gti as requested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vernon Wu</td>
<td>90727443</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Mather</td>
<td>Vernon Wu (CASAS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Kelly</td>
<td>60730547</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Dudley</td>
<td>Kelly2@casas. as</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sana Raoof</td>
<td>60728348</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Pima</td>
<td>saroof@fas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaik, Anil</td>
<td>60767270</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Cabot</td>
<td>esmail@fas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney</td>
<td>90166589</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Mather</td>
<td>ny@fas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chong</td>
<td>5076632220</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Cabot</td>
<td>cdi2am@fas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Corty</td>
<td>20664142</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Mather</td>
<td>robert@fas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7/30/09
11:00 pm  Noah Brueghman - Tagging along w/ the end of Lauren's training

7/30
11:00 pm  Lauren Weiss
Saw Jupiter, moons
Saw moon, Jupiter - brought the Meade out to the observation deck. Focuser was not working too well, but I got it in the end! Great class tonight.

7/31/09

I came with a few friends to see the beautiful skyline.
F. Mauroo Artavia
- Sauron youth

08/01
10:00 pm  Sauron Kelly
- Awesome, saw moon + Jupiter.

11:00 pm  - One scope was not working.

11:30 pm  - Chunk chow mug.

08/01
- Sauron
Dylan Ekeberg
- Looked at moon, Jupiter, and Venus.

08/01
- Looked at the city upon the hill, "glimmered in the distance by"

08/02
Sauron & 4 moons. Looks beautiful

08/03
- First time here by myself. Spent 2 hours staring at Jupiter, can't take my eyes off that beautiful sight.

In 10 pm
8/4/09

I came with a few friends to see some stars. We found some, but then we lost them.

F. Mauricio Artavia

Valerio Alain FumiFilho (Brazil)

Carlos Dagdug (Mexico)

8/4/09 — Looked at the sun. At 8:30 PM.

And we're blind. I was always kinda wondering if you could get blind by looking at the sun.

I think you can now. I knew I should never try to get the astronomy merit badge.

Scott

Brings back memories of backwards clockfaces

and the guy who died from a burst bladder.

J. Rebecca

8/4/09

Brought 6 friends up here and showed

them the crescent of the moon. They

were all slack-jawed in amazement.

Soni Moadah

8/4/09 Cloud our mind. L:

11:39 pm. Sky was clear. Moon + Jupiter = lovely.
I came with some friends to enjoy the beautiful weather in the terrace.

I. Mauricio Grotava

Raquel Shreiber    Emily Blake Hacker

Vince Garcia    Chelsea Brown

Robyn Shapiro

8/6/09 —

Saw the nuclear reactors next door.

We put our heads into the steam and threw a bunch of those McDonald's playpen balls into the top. Now whenever the reactor turns on, it's like I'm 7 again.

Also saw a star.

The end.

— Scott

I saw a star with a blue halo around it's white & rainbow core. It felt like Dodd

Foster in Contact. It was... beautiful... like a star, if you will.

— Colin

8/6/09

Lots of people were holding hands while walking. I like it up here — Rebecca

8/6/09

Lots of clouds, but Boston is as beautiful as ever. — Andy

8/6/09

Cloudy, which amplifies the light pollution... unfortunate — Meesh
8/7/09
I came with a few friends again to see the full moon.  
F. Mauricio Artauna

Chelsea Brown
Mary Claire O'Donnell
Martin Joaquin Amaral
Phil Miller

8/6/09
We came, we saw, 
we conquered.  
- eftoses ’10.
Kirkland Haus

8.6.09 Daniel Sonses
We saw the heavens. 6/Moon is bright too. 
Emergency exit sign seems to have been maligned.

8.7.09 James Pellener
We looked out over Cambridge from the observatory deck!

8.7.09 Used the deck to show my family how beautiful 
Boston is.  - KASH

8/6/09
I came again with a few friends to look at the moon and Jupiter for last time this summer. 4’m gonna miss these kids!

F. Mauricio Artauna

Today I saw Jupiter in real life through the telescope for the first time. It was amazing. Thank you!! - vol. I. 

Jiayang Zhan

8/6/09
I thought the craters on the moon were smaller and that the edge wasn’t as nice as it is.

Full Circle

Barcelona

Nice I’astro logi ju Zi – drink beer (fin).

Loved the moon & Jupiter.

Buenas, India

8/13/09

I came with my friend Bruno to see the Boston/Cambridge skyline.

f. Mauricio Artavia

A place of inspiration, looking at God’s creation.

Bruno Paschier

8/13/09 –

Tonight we conquered our ridiculously profound fear of heights. It reminded me of that one time I went ice bridge climbing in the Valle Blanche (which for all you uncultured, non-multilingual people means The Valley Blanche). – Scott

I made it back down – Adrienne
8/8/09  Great view of Boston today. No clouds for once. A hawk landed on top of the dome! —Doug McClure


8/8/09  SO COOL! —Somm K.

8/8/09  Steven M. III — amazing.

8/14/09  All of us got up to watch Jupiter. —Kendy Gottlieb, Maxine Schein, Lisa Simon

8/14/09  Saw Jupiter. —Kendy Gottlieb, Maxine Schein, Lisa Simon

8/14/09  Saw Mars. So many things happened. Saturn was a hot mess.

FRANK & CURTIS
August 14th, 2009
I came with my friend Zolo to see the Boston/Cambridge skyline.

August 15th, 2009
I came with Zolo (again), and I decided to see the skyline... it's may be hot today.

Paula & Carla
Augustina.

8/16 Tonight on the deck, my friend Marty and I noticed strange lights coming from Southie. After careful observation, we discovered that the lights were actually sirens. Cop cars, ambulances, and fire trucks. We soon discovered that the disturbance was, in fact, the Stay-Ruff Marshmallow Man. No more picking the way we want to die.

Hugs & Kisses,
Delphinus (Hot Mess)

8/16 Tonight we came up to see the scene. All I can say is HOT MESS. There was this one thing that happened and then suddenly these people came by and wow, it just got hot like a mess of hot. Then we listened to this rockin' astronomy music and things just got crazy. That and the $2 dollar beers helped. Thanks Dionysus!

— Apollo

8/16 Mauricio, I am in a hot mess for you and your
beautiful handwriting. I wish to kiss the pages your hand has written on. I want to caress your hand with my face.

♥♥♥ Delphinus ♥♥♥

8/16/09

Delphinus, I am flattered. I’m surprised we haven’t met in person yet. Perhaps the fates will unite us soon.

Until then,

Yours,

Mauricio.

♥∞

P.S. I think I know who you are...!

8/18/09

I like her.

Hej! ... und tschüss Toto

That’s what she says. Toto

Lady VIII

Alon
8/27/09
Went to see the sky. Saw the moon and a bunch of cougars (40 year old women) posing as freshman orientation groups. We knew they were really Satan worshippers — who are they kidding. — Scott (Aquarius)

8/27/09
So after a long discussion about all things philosophies, it has been determined that Duck Hunt rules. Mario Bros III was far too lame. Time to crack open the nintendo and break out the gun.

— Angie
(And I'm 9 cancer)

Пробајте најубави и пијани до гледате звезде!!! Возе всё Руда и Ива и Кади и Но и Ник и Џана Пола и Нишеј! Вратићемо се! Сигурно Є!
- hung out on the deck... run in skyblue.
9/1/09
David & Sara
Keesler Beck
Katie Bremering
Danny Lang
Danny Lang
Theo
Jordan Reetz

Saw moon, and Jupiter, and professors on the roof... Brought crazy binoculars, are regretting it!

11/20/09
Went out on deck to see the Cambridge sky - shared Killington with the telescope on top!

-Kelly B

9/1/2009
Brought PST and Orion tripods to ground for freshman activities fair. Sunny day! Saw cigarette butt up here... must stop this! Lauren

9/3/2009
Joshua Kerr
Just checking that my card works...

9/3/09
Come up to return gear from activities fair.

9/2/09
Looking at moon on deck.

9/2/2009
First time using the Zoomin telescope! Jupiter and the moon which are very close tonight.

Alan O'Connor
9/3/09 - Saw the mooncake people out on the deck. They kind of scared us so we stayed away. Also, because there were no mooncakes, and I don't think they count as food.

P.S. I've never had a mooncake, and I don't think they count as food.

Then we almost got locked out on the roof. That was fun too.

I like monkeys. I also like mooncakes. I wish I had some tonight. Maybe next time you'll have more.

- Samina

8-10 p.m.

M O O N C A K E  F E S T I V A L

09/03/09

Scott

Great festival!

Bob

I had a great time

- Susy

- Joe
Awesome view! What a great space to share with people. Full moon 🌕

Coast 44

Hannah & Co.

We're awesome!

(DRUNK)
None of us knew how to sing but we keep on like it's our job. Red lights and cloudy melon lights we don't know the words. F**k off.

Ok no

- Rob

1:20 AM

Nous sommes venus après minuit. On est monté les escaliers pour voir les toiles. On les a vues.

Elles étaient si belles.

- p.b.

It was cloudy :)

Kenneth Brewer

9/5 view 2
9/5  5:56 pm

Peter Hedman and Georgi book at Harvard
Georgi Kardzhaliyski

9/5  9:30
Awesome news!
-Annika Thorne Leht

9/6  12:22 AM

beautiful view of the moon. FULL. no clouds in
the sky.  
Pablo Escobar
AKA: Reddy

Teva Rules.


Alican, Gökhan re Mehmet burdaydular.

Hi, I'm from Brooklyn. Harvard is awesome.
- Monica

Harvard Rocks my socks! - Nicole

Absolutely beautiful day in Cambridge!

Prof. Mauricio Artaza

Alex O'Conner
The moon looks better from Montreal!
In all seriousness, amazing experience! We saw the moon, and 3 moons perfectly!
Shayne Marie Ames
09/06/09

My first time looking through a telescope, Siiick!

The Moon + Jupiter + 4 moons - Not sure.
Sick fun. Thx!
Rob Bellinfante
09/06/09

Saw Jupiter + moon.
Say Hello.
09/06/09

Moon + Jupiter = cool
Bianca 😊
saw Jupiter + 4 moons... Awesome!
Chris K.

Ahh... European warriors, Astronauts from space!
Jupiter really got me going...
Saw Jupiter and its 4 moons and Uranus. Both were magnificent sights. Something so beheld.
- Xander

Jupiter and its moons were pretty amazing, and seeing Uranus was unbelievable. Great experience (points).
- Joshua Washburn

9/4 view 52

Saw Jupiter and its 4 moons. Didn't see the Great Red Spot but still an awesome view.
- June 07/09/09

Looked for Jupiter's spot but too blurry. The moons were awesome though.
- June 07/09/09

Jupiter's 3 moons, awesome. Ben Xier 09/09/09

Clouds were really nice. Ethan Washnc 09/09/09

Pete Davis & Co. 9/11/09

13 September H. Brijeun Uncle

14 Sept 2009 came up to check on observatory, deliver magazines.
- Peter Hedeg

14 Sept 2009 came up to have non-sex Firth & his hand.

14 September 2009

Briane Carowers to show a friend Easter Skyline
I built the robot on page 16! and saw Jupiter! Yay! That's why he's the robot of love, he's in love with Jupiter. Because, of course, Jupiter is the planet of love, not to be confused with the planet of robots. It will become the planet of robots when he arrives. Because there's no where else he'd rather be, so he's going to find his way there! This has all happened in the distant future, the year 2000, when robots rule the earth. There is only one type of dance left — the robot.

Nichole / Scott

4/16 sensor views... aromas, leaves, colors, beauty. — JS

9/16 he doesn't know what to write. I'm coming back again to see the stars. — Minzi (also Andy)

17/09 (now) Enjoying the sun. — JF

9/18/09 enjoyed the moon. when it came in, the lights were on. — Eliza

9/18/09 brought a friend to observation. someone else was here while we were, left before they did.

9/18/09 brought friends up — beautiful night. didn't use equipment. — Shawn

— Kenzie Bok
9/19/09 3pm Brought family up to see Harvard &
    Boston - truly a lovely day!  -Bill Rose
    Found my Dad's entries in old log
    -Ellen

9/19/09 8pm Boston & Cambridge at night.  -Ellen

9/20/09 6pm Watched sunset from roof deck. Didn't use
    equipment.  -Sam

9/21/09 Went up and learned where the Federal Reserve
    Building is. Pretty much everybody's dream. Some day
    when I grow up, I'll live there.
    -Scott

9/21/09 I learned that Harvard's dorms are like
    Hogwarts. ☺
    -Lynn

9/22/09 2:15 Just wanted to relax on the
desk before section.  -Scott

9-22-09 Pozdrowienia z Polski!
    -Oludele Iwama

9-24-09 We saw the city in our tandem
    babooshka. It was amazing. And the kids
    sat at their tables & were being social. We
    lost our shoes and got completely disoriented
    but the bottle on the roof was ours. We smelt
    R.V. Yew!
    -Ellen x Scott = FUN!
09/25/09 Enjoyed the view!!! Thanks to the little prostitute.

9/25 planner? -32
Jupiter! - BMG

9/25/09 Great view!!! had a visitor from Brazil.

9/26/09 Showed Jeff Laurent, '71
Telescope at PST. No sunspots visible
~5:20 PM.

Jared Hults

9/26/09 First Telescope Class of the Year!!
7:30 Saturday night

Steven Tricarioz 50764044

9/26/09 Li Zeng.

Viewed Jupiter on balcony, learned telescope manipulation.

Neel Cohen
Cristina Alcorta
Yingzi Huang
Lek Seligman
Dmitri Olschansky
Dennis Maura
BEN Guo
Jo Behrman
Jeremy Cushman
Janet Harboe
David Mantilla

Zachary Herring
Samuel Meyer
Alex Dolginow
Rebekah Dawson
Jack San
Veronica Bordeau
Burt Mayer
Philip Yee
West Wood
Michael Lulch
Louis Evans
Jan Kozak
Mark Theilmann
9/27/2009
Gilbert Lopez
Parler Lawrence

Looked up the night sky and a view of the awesome!!!
SECOND BALLIN!

9/28/09
HAPPY BIRTHDAY CIANNA!

9/30/09 - In for a few minutes to enjoy the wonderful nighttime view off the balcony.
-Michael Ashmun

9/30/09
One of the clearest and nicest nights Boston allows.
Beautiful break from that Physics 15c midterm in 2 days.
Ethan Kruse 2012
2:30-3:30
Picnics
Betelgeuse
Rigel

9/30/09
Daytime: Just confirming abundances (I took last week's data)
Guess Note: Door to outside proped open on arrival, left us when departured
Samuel Meyer 2013
16:00

10/1/09
Daytime: Read in the sun. It's getting a little cold.

10/1/09
2200 hours, star year 3457A.

Travel log - the thrusters on our Xantady Starship needed some repairs, so we landed on this building that looked like a Polaroid camera. Saw some life forms. Walking around, but obviously no sign of intelligent life. Then we found this CD in the observatory called Astrocappella. Wow, this planet has totally been redeemed.
I take back all the comments. We have much to learn here. This advanced society.
CAPTAIN jksw
10/1  Cloudy but great view of the city. Also enjoyed the Astrocapella's music!
      Love, 

10/2  02:07 - 4:47
      Able, we're almost no longer reading wind speeds, 5x real value on second height (about 17 hour later). The wind just stays high. Clumps don't seem to work but music is just fine.
      Looked at Jupiter Moon, Orion Nebula, and things.
      Sam Meyer

10/2  07:35 - 9:08
      Was here to observe the moon; too cloudy. Hung out on the terrace with binoculars. A good welcome back to
      Silverleaf

10/2  6:45 - 9:30
      Was here to show friends the balcony. Too cloudy to see anything interesting, though.

10/3  6:18
      Colin, Rebecca, Pete

10/3  8:35
      Charlotte, after
10/3/2009 11:40 pm

Came up to clock in the observatory

10/4/2009 3:00 am

У меня с соседом очень розгрыш, объем познавательного. Не знаю, где для него, может, чтобы математики связь со вселенной; ока, кажется, забыла о нас.

Não sei o que dizer. Uma vez de novo a aqui, sem falar nada. Só oito estrelas e os batimentos. E depois? [Et puis non?]

10/4/2009

Climbed up to the observation tower. [Et puis quelque chose, non? Je suis pas d'accord.

Hey, has anyone had sex up here?

Yes.

Yingzi (Sakura) Huang - giving tour to potential freshman - this idea so the way to impress.

Awesome view with... colors on Balcony.

Came to look at the moon! Amazing view and you can see all the craters. Must do on a full moon night.

- Phil Yao 9:00 pm 10/4
Come up to check out video eyepiece - I need to run and buy a battery back.
Back from battery store (CVS) - video eyepiece looks promising.
Hoping clouds will go away from the moon.
Ah! Clouds! go away!
Got a couple glimpses of the Moon via the Meade Electronic eyepiece and TV.
But it's late and I must go to sleep.

10/5/09 12:35am - 1:40am

10/5/09 10:35pm - 11:35pm

Came up to watch the glorious revelation that is JUPITER!!!

P.S. The moon is rather sexy.
10/7/09
Too foggy - Dave & 4 guests

10/9/09
10:45 - 11
Too cloudy - Jeremy & guest

10/10/09
5:00 - 5:30
Gorgeous 1 Eleana A CO.

10/10/09
8:00 - 8:15
Jupiter! Too cloudy for clear view ☹️
Jeremy & guest

Very impressive. I love our universe! - After show
And now, a haiku: At the telescope,
We ponder the great night sky,
Is it a new world?

The stars of Harvard
Twinkling in the cloudy sky
Cornell's are better.

Myself, Bill, & LAURA SCHWARTZ
10/10/09
10/11/09 Went to the observation deck.
- Joseph Mendelsohn

10/11/09 8pm-9:50pm
TELESCOPE CLASS
Beautiful night, beautiful Jupiter.
Class was awesome.

- Karin Thomas
- Elihu Reynolds
- Ye Zhao
- Francisco Alvarez
- John Abian
- Annya Velingker
- Arlee Chang
- Michael Ajoy
- Hafeez Kassam

- checked out Jupiter.

Tom Rice: Saw Jupiter, Pleiades, (Beautiful!) around 12:00

10/11/09 Burt Mayes
The moon was amazing!

- Sophie Gardner

Free
Simply awesome.

10/12 Ben & Erin came up to throw paper planes.

10/13 Erin Hamilton

10/14 Jeremy Lin
2:30pm > shared Uncle Henry cool astro 13 - done not open 6

10/14 - Came up to freeze to death. Report a successful try.

- learned there is a frequent building downtown as well.
- pretty much amazing. — Scott

Conquered my fear of heights... did not fall... maybe

- I'll try again

- Jess
10/15 | Rachel and Jimmy Hawkins - observation deck visit

10/15 | Came to the roof to find clouds + rain. Success. Also found wind and that our eyes still work alright without contacts, though just a few minutes off. This represents our experience - notice the avant-garde retro elementary school Venn Diagram where have all the stars gone?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wind</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Us</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clouds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10/16 | Travis Rhodes.
Cloudy. Looked over night - lit Boston. Very pretty.

10/16 | James Pelleker: observation deck with ladders - beautiful skyline!

Saturday, October 17th, 2009

I came up with Sarah & her brother to see the skyline on this beautiful fall day.

Mauricio Arana

This place is amazing!
Sarah L. Allen
Jake Boston

10/17 15:33 (Day) showing my dad the observatory.

S. Meyer
10/17 18:30 - Came up to see the view

Alan O'Connor
Promised view of Harvard from up here
& coffee

10/17 7:45pm Whoohoo looking at the skyline!
Rachel Hawkins
David Franklin Reeder
Jimmy Hawkins

10/18 2:22AM Too cloudy to see stars!
But...

10/19 6:20AM Sunrise :)

10/19/09 3:00pm Came up to see view.

10/21/09

I came up to see the beautiful sunset from the

Mauricio Aristarco

24/10/09

Very beautiful sunset, nice view at Harvard.
The place to be.

Saul Peral

10/21/09 Dinner was awesome.

10/22/09 I took my parents+grandparents to see the view.

10/24/09 Took my boyfriend up to the observatory deck to show him the view.

Nicole

25 Oct. 2009 Intermittent haze last night great

7-8pm Views of Moon & Jupiter

(Canals and 4 moons) - C. McMullen

10/25/09 9:45pm Jupiter! Camera fire crib not working. Unplugged?

Nicole

10/25/09 Jupiter on the corpse - Beryl Galleon

10/25/09
16/2409 - Took my boyfriend to see the moon.

9:00 pm

10/26/09 - Telescope training class

26 Oct 2009 - 9 pm - Telescope training class - How to use a Dobsonian - Tepfer
26 Oct 2009 - 9 pm - Telescope training class - AWESOME!
26 Oct 2009 - 9 pm - Telescope training class - Nick Ouellette

Talia Fox: yayyy!
Neel Han; Erik Chen
Nathaniel Rahich
Dmitry Vaintrob: We: TAAA: We are
Arthur R. Bartolozzi

Hazy night, poor seeing, but space clouds for the first time in a long time.

After explaining the EU complexity management to students, I was taken to look at the moon by my guide + living room - Rees, Pempel, Consuelo Nasserini - 10/28/09

10/29/09 - Brought up some friends from the Catholic Student Society to look at the Galilean Moons - Pretty cloudy though.

I came with Allan and the others. Nice weather, too bad it was cloudy.

F. Mauricio Astana
Carlos Blanco
Celestial Poetry Open House

joint event with STRIDE and the Caminit

Irinco Cobrones
Jonathan Pritchard
Peyton Lusardi
Peter Forrest
Kelly Back
Samuel 1887

6pm - 10pm

Lauren Weiss

Twinkle Twinkle Little Star,
How I wonder what you are,
Up above the world so high,
Like a diamond in the sky.

6pm - 10pm

This place is amazing. Thanks Ken!

Happy Halloween, all you sinners and gypsies!

30 Oct 09 3AM H. Downs, Tower
31 Oct 09 3IM
11/1/09

Handwritten notes:

Ps: Herne's Ice Cream is closing today, bummer.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY CAROLINE!
Kazende - came to see the view
1/3/09

Alex Colby - tried to see moon - epic cloud fail
1/5/09

Jeremy Cushman
Saw Jupiter! And the moons! First clear night in a while.

11/6/09 Jan Kozak - Great skyline view
Really amazing!

11/6/09

Chris Jensen 11/6/09
First observation!

11/6/09

Pete Davis

11/6/09

Saw aliens on moon.

11/7/09

Courtnay Potter

11/7/09 Samuel Myers 26:23 7:26
out interview with aliens
11/7/09

Harvest moon.
Danced barefootedly under the stars.

Will + Janie...

11/7/09

Nice night. My first time up here alone.

7/11/09

Decently clear, a bit turbulent.

* Checked out Orion: Betelgeuse, Rigel,
  even (what I believe to be) the
  Orion Nebula! Soul searching, as well.

7/11/09

Tom Rice

First time here amazing sky

Notes

7/11/09 NOT MY FIRST TIME, BUT
EQUALLY AMAZING

4/8/09 First time up - Nick Ouëllette

11/8/09 First time here - the man is amazing! Blake Shilo

8 Nov Beautiful night! Check out Jupiter! - Harlan
11/8/09 Matt Helga bought a second mathematically ride

11/9/09 — Found the Zeman bridge, or Zem —
or whatever, — Scott

11/10/09

TH and EZ were here!
K.G., M.P., A.C., B.B., E.H. — kinda saw the moon! but not really...

11/12/09

PDP

11/13/09

Bstep

11/14/09

Moon, Best, Lily, Higgins

11/14/09 — Harvard students having a jog-a-thon
down in the Seattle weather. Downtown
is no longer visible, probably destroyed earlier.
Cambridge Savings Bank, fortunately, was saved. — Scott
11/15/09 -
Saw the awesome view, epic.
- Scott

Not as creative as my cousin, but awesome crew!
- Kerry

Came to see the great Boston skyline
- Lewis

Cloudy, but nice view!
- HVT

11/16/09
Brought my parents and grandmother to see the view.
Beautiful sunset

- Linda

Hope to see the Leonids later.

- O'Conner

11/16/09
Borrowed 2 red torch, 1 star chart, 1 binocular. We will return
by tomorrow morning after we return from meteor watch

THANKS SO MUCH

- Ye Zhao

11/16/09
Meteors!
- Han
11/7/09 ~ 1:30 - 4:00
Sang with Meg, Tom Rice, the Mullins

11/17/09  Came to see fireballs in the sky, saw nothing.
Juliana decided to brush her teeth on Mars, but unfortunately Toto came up with kango and screamed out very CUS!

\[\text{C\&S}! \times \star X \text{ Juliana} \]

\[\text{toto} \]

11/17/09 Looked for meteors. Couldn't see much.
Had fun anyway.
- Bill Rose

Also looked for meteors. Lot of light pollution.
Still had 9 blots of C1C each. Just been
11/17/09

Retrieved 2 red torches, star chart; I know!

THANKS!

11/17/09, 11:47 AM: Testing 10, 11, 12; doors closed, etc.

11/17/09  Clear night, could see 2 moons of Jupiter through binoculars

11/17/09  Imaged Jupiter using camcorder through eyepiece. We'll see how processing ends up. Also, lens cap is broken and won't stay on tube.

11/17/09  Took a peek at the skyline for a bit

11/17/09  Darn I missed at the sky

11/17/09

18 Nov 2009

Jupiter & the skyline!

Harley

PS: Note: Telescope cover seems to be missing.

19 Nov 2009

BEAUTIFUL NIGHT, 3 Minnesotans & 1 Californian.
They Can't See Me... Even If They Stepped Up Umm Away
Telescope Training Class
Samuel Morgan (shouting)
Roy Zhang ... cool,
Sevina Bai
Siyin Wang
Adam Seffen
Linoe Cabreros
Sophie Arlow

Alexander Kazar (10min)
Peter Huker
Navin Raj ... open belt
Edward Dan
Mary Dumas
Neil Patel
Vamn Bunsch
Tyrell Dixon
Ashk Cithersley
Andrew Ama
William Howard
Ivana Redzoin
Robert Jazbek

We saw the Orion Nebula!

\[ I = \frac{V}{R} \quad R = \frac{v}{T} = \frac{3v}{20\text{mA}} = 0.15 \times 10^3 \]

\[ = 1500 \quad \]

Samuel Morgan
Fred Cohen
Celia Smith

Oriana LEDS appears shiny... plus some others were shining... could this be down.

Went outside Terrace
Rover, Painful
28 November

Laura Herrera

play in the moonlight.

Idrees Syed

We saw the moon. It was almost full. We also saw this thing that was flashing red, white, and blue. I'm yet to come up with a name for this discovery.

29 November

Eddy Palacios

21st bday

11/29 C.I.L.Y. (Day) showing friends

11/29 Went to the top of the elevator. Found that math was apparently easy. The bridge also moved as well. Saw a bunch of grad students getting in a fight. the medical and dental kids were training the others. Wow! Didn’t know it was so competitive... Scott
11/29 - Amended Exors

realized after 23 yrs in WA still decent

know any of the Original except Cambrely

Saw Ms. K Scott small good I like fish.

Daniger.

12/01 Nick Wright

Tried some astrophotography - not sure we have all the

correct parts. Also, looked at the Moon.

Moon.

-HD

12/01 Irine C. Cabreras - 1st Super access usage!!

12/1/04 We saw the moon... it was

SOOOO BRIGHT. Seriously.

Lenses cap needs some glue...

-Nick & Ava

12/2/04 Great view!

-Frank

12/3/09 See vinyl stuff.
5 December 2009

Vacum Bansal | Tried to look at the stars.
Ray Zhang | It was cloudy.
Chris London | But the night was dry.
So then we went upon the knee.

And didn't really do anything with the telescope.

10/6/09

Came to watch the sunrise!! Beautiful!

Kate Walsh

12/6/09

On holiday from Saturn - waving to parents.
12/6/09
Big lens on telescope not focusing.
6-12-09
Moon

12/8/09

Ameera Velingker
Vivek Sant
Aneesh Kulkarni

Came to observe strange elliptical dust cloud surrounding the moon around 2:45 am

Got bored on Sci. Comp.
she came to make observations
12/18/2009
Telescope Class

Avery Cantwell
Robert Thomsen
Brittany Lane
Ming Cheung
Pete Richmond
Cecile Lavard-Meyer

Tom McBride — Great lesson. Very hands on, lots of good questions.

Dori Price — First telescope class. Success!

12/11/09
Roy Zhang and Linda Pan
— came to your check things out.

12/11/09
Ameya Velingker

Nick Oulet. Too windy... way too windy.

Ronnie was here
Stefan hates telescopes.

12/12/09 Britney Lerner - just stargazing! (We saw a few shooting stars, by the way.)
Jacob Pasy - Ditto!
Problem: The finder scope is not aligned properly.

12/13/09 1:30 - 3pm
Came up to check on the Observatory/hide from exams.
(Weather station backlit Jeff vs.
(Will see about realigning finder scope) Peter)

15 Dec 2009
Here for the view!
14:01

December 15 - Britney Lerner - More stargazing. I looked at wherever Orion is located.

16 Dec 2009
No stars.
- Julia Ford

Dec 17 - no stars in the hours past moon, but plenty ofCalc
Mare Chen g

17 Dec came up to drop off some equipment.
Pete Whitman

17 Dec 2009
Mars is Orion
- HD1
Dec 18, 2009
Do some observing. Ray, Sky, Kitty, Chris, Cici, Cao

Dec 18 FRI 15:32
Curry boy to check my swipe card.
23°F winds 29 Knots from NW
Place kinda messy
Posters on floor, black board moved.
Calendar & photos (blown?) onto floor.
Trash & Recycle bin full.
I cleaned up & emptied trash.
-Tim McBride

Dec 18 FRI 1632
Bring a friend to the deck

Dec 13 2009 YAA Kids' STAAR Party 5:45-8:30
Lauren Weiss

Dec 14 Masha to blame on this telescope and work in mind

Dec 18 Kamaka Gregory today I observed: Orion Nebula
Orion Belt
and many other objects.

Dec 18 Danielle Spruell today I observed: Jupiter, Pleiades, Orion belt, Orion nebula
and other many planets

Abdul... Mohamed
Poem "Oh so small yet telescope in so cold..." made my heart fold when the story of Jupiter was told.

Edward Howard
Alonzo Paul: The Best stars I ever seen! Thank you!

The volunteers did a great job describing the telescope and finding objects in the sky.

Great Glass! Wonderful dark sky! Fantastic event! Wonderful location.

Yay! Masha Bayashi

Dec 18 Fri 2009
Cold on the deck
Good view of the stars

Elithn Reynolds + Guest

Dec 2009 Sat 21:30 wind 29 kts from N at 29°F Bar↓
Did not open dome. No snow yet but winds increase. Read Astro books. Computer side panel is off.↓

--Tim McBride
12/31/2009 1 pm

Checking out Avenza for trip to the driest southwest, Jan. 2010.

Pero

12/29/2009 3 pm

Checking out Visitor's Center

12/29/2009, Curt McMillen 6 pm

Windy - image unstable -

Viewed moon thru finder.

(10 + visitors)

12:40 For which is lovely.

31 Dec 2009 28°F 17 kt NW

Come to watch fireworks from

balcony. Wunder bar. All ship shape.

05 Jan 10 Happy New Year

29°F Wind 19 kt from NW overcast.

Tim
Jan 6
Danijar Nurgalian
Lens should be cleaned!

Jan 7
Looked at RECY
FILE + FLEX

"Retuned again to show some friends the view FILE, GEOFF, BIANCA, SOFIA, MICHAEL, RACHEL etc.

8 Jan.
Nipped out, good view.
(EXTREMELY!)  
❤️ A

Remembered why I’m single again.
Thanks ❤️

Saturday, January 16th, 2010

I came up to see the view with my friend
Nicole for the first time this decade, its a beautiful winter day.

J

Jan 23
Audrey White!

January 24
Nicole and Kailyn w/guests!

Jan 24
Brianna w/guests

Jan 26
Tannery with duke - used binoculars on roof for clusters

Jan 26
Great view of Cambridge!

❤️
Thursday, January 28th, 2010

I came with my friend Chris Weber to see the snowfall from above, absolutely beautiful.
F. Mauricio Arzuaga

January 28, 2010

Mauricio showed me the telescope, very cool!
- Chris Weber

Hiya! It's freezing.
- T. Peters & S. M. Louis

Great view, thank god we didn't get roped into it.
- someone

Friday, January 29th, 2010

I came up with my friend Fashion, his girlfriend Amanda, and my friend Michael to see the view from the terrace. It's super cold, but it looks super beautiful.
F. Mauricio Arzuaga

The view is amazing even when the telescope is closed! This is Naurico, best Harvard guide ever.
-落
Peter Davis & Euan Farmer
(Princeton)

Sunday, Feb. 21st, 2010

I came up to see the view from above with my roommate Benjamin. Looks like this log book was misplaced but I found it among the older ones. Not too cold today, and the view is beautiful, as always.

F. Mauricio Antuani

2/3/2010
STAHF Officer Meeting 2010
Many plans, classes, awesome.

2/4/10
I was here in 2010, a really cool trip!
I was too!
4 Feb 2010 - Chris Baker + Jen Wodridge
5 Feb 2010 - Travis, Rhudy, Cityscape viewing, orientation.

7 Feb 2010
Shuttle flight. Maybe tomorrow.
Rodul Hawkins

8 Feb 2010 - Samuel Wray 03:05 - 07:24

8 Feb 2010
Shuttle launch viewing - the last night launch of the Shuttle Program.
STS 130 (Space Shuttle Endeavour) launched at 4:14 AM. ~ 40 people.

9 February 2010
Kan Van
Katie Banks
Katrina Ertimova
Matthew Ghazarian
Sarah Esty - Telescope training
Ashley Schneider - Ditt

It was quite hazy but we were able to find + track Mars. The screw to hold the eyepiece in was broken when we arrived. It needs to be fixed.
Here from YALE. This place is your only redeeming quality.

田原 惣久 from Tokyo.

Masafumi Nomura
President of HCAP, UT.

And this dedication is your only redeeming quality.
2/11/10   Jack and Alex

Love the new speakers!

2/12/10   J2 (sunset)

2/12/10   Rare, Skyline

2/12/10

Mars at occult 11pm but a little fuzzy (wind ~ 20 mph)

Eye piece screw still missing!  C. McMullen

Objective lens cap needs repair.

2/13/10

Karen and friends looked at... fireballs and "yes!"

2/13/10

Alex, Coop + friend (Ryan Ripkin) look at bright star "ahh! so bright!"

No UFOs tonight...

2/13/10   12:30 pm

Stopped by to check on observatory.  Fixed it up -- C. McMullen.
2/14/10 5:05pm Spotted by for the view. Nathaniel Rubel '10

2/14/10 9:10pm Took in the skyline. Semir 1st 90
Enoch 1st/10

2/14/10 10:00pm Nick, Mac, Ian Great Dome!

2/15/10 Hazy sky. Took the binoculars out for a spin, checked out the skyline. Tom Rice

2/17/10 10:45 am Came here before class to snap some awesome pictures of the snow from the deck.

2/19/10 2:41 am all-nighter breathe Matthew Chozar '10

2/19/10 1st visit 2nd semester w/ Astron Gabbert - priceless.

4/19/10 16:00 - 20:00 Sam Meyer
I borrowed Sam's 4x5 Linhof Mamiya RZ67 Pro II 6x7 camera with a 50mm f/4.5 lens & three 90mm f/5.6 lenses
I will email you the slides of this day.

2/20/10 15:50 - 16:00 Someone left the red light on! And didn't turn it off afraid to see the orders

2/20/10 Enjoyed the view

2/20/10 5:30pm Great sunset tonight! Also saw an A330 on departure from Logan. Winds - Spec'd moderate and variable.
2/20/2010 - (Italian Day)

Went to see the skyline - only the moon out. Saw some fat guy near the Memorial Chapel and struggled to find the Citgo sign. Scott

Since it is Italian Day (see above), we spoke some Italian. I was able to identify the Prudential Center 'cause I’m good like that! Didn’t really know what else I was seeing, but it was still nice nonetheless. I’d like to give a shoutout to Scott for taking me up here, otherwise I would have never had the opportunity. And I’d also like to thank my parents because without them I wouldn’t be here to see this.

My autograph > Maggauz Alexander
so save it for the day I become famous and you will be RICH! Xoxo

Fixed lens cap - it wasn’t on.

2/20/10 (ane, saw, congrats, remember sexy

Justin, Nick, and Lovejoy
Fuck you

2/21/10 2 am Awesome view. Andrew Yule ‘10 of old friends never get old. Michael’10

2/22/10 11:35 pm

Dropead of new magazines - Sky and Telescope and Astronomy - Butch is still missing.

2/23/10 9:30 pm

Came up to check on us. Still there, but covered in closed.
2/20/10 9:30 pm  My third time up here - But I think I figured everything out. New lines.

2/22/2010 —
Too windy to open the hatch/garage door, therefore hung out inside, what happens in the observatory stays in the observatory, or remains unobserved. That is all.

Jett
It's a marvelous night for a moon dance.

2/27/2010 7:20 pm
Come up to check on observatory. Fixed door.

Jett

2/27/2010 8:57
Pet

2/27/2010 10:30
Came up to use observation deck. Moon is amazing tonight!

Bill Rose

2/7/2010 Chris Baker & Stu Gregory
Came up for a look at the moon. A bit cloudy but a good view of the moon if not the stars.
2/8/2010 00:00 02:05
Sum Meyer getting commute
V.B. bouncy's machine
metal screws, meshed base
2/8/10 03:01-03:02
S. Meyer picking up friends may

2/8/2010 3:40 pm
Come up to measure, scope, find new nylon screws, see about
repairing lens cap.

OP, objective = 11 inches

02/03/10
Zachary Heering and Georgina Partill had a birthday party.

03/03-04/10
I was there w/a cute guy.
P.S.

3/4/2010 2pm
* Replaced thumbscrews on eyepiece holder. Note screws are 1/4 - 20 (only use nylon screws in soft brass)
* Borrowed lens cap to seek repair.

3:15pm
* Delivered new nylon lens cover! Awesome!

3/4/2010
I learned a lot tonight. Blue light = some weather, red = rainfall. And how to get a leg into a storm. Way better than

Free abit learned that I am a Dionysus. (and give the noblest sign to the world which makes way too much sense.) Saw a great Sky Show & heard great tunes!
March 4, 2010
10:30 pm

Nice crisp night. View is always beautiful. - Alison

March 4, 2010
1:04 am

Caught 5 airplanes tonight. 78 left until 85 more for me. - Brian

March 5, 2010
10:30 am

Lauren, Tom, and Dom installed some hot Chandra posters. See "Stellar Evolution" by the Hercules family.

March 5, 2010
1:04 am

Lauren also took down a transit histogram postcard for thesis demonstration purposes... she doesn't feel guilty though because she obtained and installed the transit postcard in the first place. - L W.

March 5, 2010
4:00 am

Alicia Donora showed parents the deck!

March 5, 2010
7:30 am

Tom Rice showed off the telescope (Pleiades, Orion Nebula) to folks.

March 5, 2010
11:30 pm

Barbara Esobar y Matias Vera

We're the folks that Tom showed off the constellations to. Thanks. GAOPB

Barbara

March 5, 2010
10:37 pm

Katerina, Kalka, Chuky, Butter, Groze, Fragolina - Delight was here, and I thoroughly enjoyed watching our planet move through the sky.

Mister Karr, Ery, joined the above named for an evening of thoroughly enjoyable stargazing and storytelling. I felt awe.

March 6, 2010
8:30 am

Still getting up on the deck.
3/6 Sarah Esty, Jon Gould, Becca Goldstein
hung out on observatory deck

3/6 Post show reflection on humanity

3/6 Active Maintenance
from Vancouver, Canada
awesome view!

3/6 Stay seated in flight!

3/7 Matthew Chazarian

3/8 Peter Grass

3/8 Deck
18:45 - 10:00 San 1438

3/8 Telescope reminder: 4:45 PM

3/8 Roy Zhang
sunset photos

3/8 22:47 - 3/9 04:54

3/9 00:54
people out all night

617 495 7878
617 384 6419
3/9 - Came up to show some friends the view.
very clear and still night.

Alan O'Connor

Tuesday, March 9th, 2010

I came with Alan and the others to see the view, the
weather today is wonderful.

F. Mauricio Arias

The stars reflect the beauty of
truth

3/9/10 21:46 - 3/16/10 00:13
Sam Meyer
Telescope Training Class.

3/5/2010 Santosh Bhaskarabhatla 10:16 PM

05/09/2010 Janet Kowk 16:16 PM

3/10/10 PMZ Self Eclipsing 10:17 PM

3/9/10 Benjamin Fine

3/9/10 Stephen DeVries

3/9/20 Melissa Ruiz Exited to come back

3/9/10 Raadi Abidin

3/9/10 Juana Ameen 3rd time here, last time was for NASA/JPL lunch!

We observed Orion (Aldebaran, Mars, Gemini, Sirius, Ursa Major,
and many other stars/constellations) etc.

Through the scope, we saw Saturn's moons, probably Titan
3/10/10  Stephanie Devereux
Looked at heating issue. Turned off heat in stairway, which may
help.

03/10/10  vi vi 11:11 pm

3/10/10  Blocking Group #1 2010

3/10/2010  FEL & COURTNEY - enjoying the deck.

3-10-10  B Group 157! Beautiful!

3-11-10  ISIL! ISIL! ISIL! May the river gods hear our prayers amidst
the stars above.
Adena cadent nobis...

3-11-10  Incredible evening!!! Housing Day!
- T. Fox & Company
We be burnin'

3-11-10  BRINGING A LITTLE ELIOT ON UP
- B. Fine

3-11-10  KM & Bobus - enjoying the view.
Thanks for everything.

3.12.10  Shiyun Wei

Pimpy & NoBrain 😊

You'll never
guess
3/12/10 Victor Galli - A big HOWDY from TEXAS

J.L. of March, 2010

The weather today is dreary. According to the forecast, PBO, it has rained 7.67" of rain since the "rain storm" started on the 13th. Harvard looks gloomy, and gray. I came up with my friend Jessica to show her the telescope/skyline.

F. Mauricio Marra

03/15/10

Mauricio's friend Jessica: Harvard is great, wish I could have seen it under different weather conditions. The paintings in this room are great, especially the "Southern Cross" one. Greetings from Johns Hopkins in Baltimore.

Laura Salo

3/16/2010 8:00 - 10:00 PM

Nice view of Orion Nebula.

Mars is showing a nice ice cap, but seeing is poor for high power.

M73 was barely visible, not much structure can be made out.

Dome a bit leaky from leftover water after rain.

Stephen DeVicence

3/17/10 16:45

Vice President Scott

3/18/2010

Determined tonight why girls like trashy TV shows.

It's really that they want to be those girls. Kinda like how girls call each other sluts, you know?

This we learned by observing tonight. Enlightening.

Also learned when something is small, it's cute. Not cute? Make it smaller.

There is some criminal activity in Harvard Square.

Further investigation to follow.

Lauren
3/20 12:00 am

Tea k a friend up to show the cool stuff
F. Mauricio really liked the skyline. & the weather too.

F. H. J

3/21 4:20 am

I came up today with my friend F. Mauricio to see the telescoped skyline. He really enjoyed the view! Yeah, Mauricio!

3/21/2010 4:20:58 a.m.

F. Mauricio Ariñez brought me to see the Boston skyline (immediately after DJ left). The weather is gorgeous, however, there is a lot more light pollution here than where I'm from (south Texas), we managed to find the Big Dipper (but then we lost it).

- Fightin' Texas Aggie
Class of 2011

I am F. Mauricio! Not your fictionalized, namby-pamby characterization of him! I assert my selfhood!

I AM AM AM AM AM

My soul and body scream it to the sky,

Sincerely,

F. Mauricio.

No, bitch.

stands for:

The demonized, the oppressed, the stigmatized,
The tired, the numbness, the foolish.

The Mauricio

Conceded: -F.
3/20/10  
Kara and friends looked in awe at the crescent moon!  
Super cool space for DATING!!!  
I'll be back again!

3/21/10  Tyrell, Yvonne, Roy and friends + Chris!  
Esther + Emily

3/24/10  Mail + e-mail: visitors

3/24/10  Stahr class.  Brian
- Esther
- Raphi
- Richard Stahr
- Andrew
- Nick M.
- Ronald Kamdem
- Tony Wang
- Patrick Jolliet
- Claude

Tom Key
2nd + 4th + class
Mon. + Mars

24 Mar  
HOT

Moon + Saturn!

25 March 2010  Janet Yarbro  aahhh!!! nebulae!!!  
Tom Skawski  will return to training class soon!

We saw a red-tailed hawk!

Love,

Patrice and Armand

07 March 2010  Rasti Afidiga (°°)

Pé Armand
I showed Jake the telescope.

3/26/10 - KM

Came today with my girlfriend. I love you! :)

3/26/10

I love you more

xoxo

I love you most xoxoxo

We need to stop now.

3/26

David J. w/ 3 friends

Too cold!

(one of them my girlfriend... ooo yeah!)

Juan Carlos Velarde (from Rutgers) w/ 3 friends. Very neat.

Mar 27 17:30

Ashley Schneider + Jacob went on roof, looked at moon.

Sweet!

Mar 27

Nick Ovellette + Tyler Moore, checking out the observatory + roof.

27 Mar 10pm Telescope Training C76s

I came up to show my friend Zach from Yale the view from the rooftop. It's really cold outside.

F. Mauricio Artaza
Hello!

Thanks for the cool views!  - Zach, Yale 2013

2/13/10
Here is telescope training class. The moon is very bright. Also reading.

-Sarah Rosenberg-Wool


-Ben Metcalf

3/27-10
Telescope training!

-Todd Venne

2/13/2010 - 11PM

Telescope training $\implies$ Ben wants to be an astronomer.

-Ben Coyle

3/27/2010

Telescope training - awesome!

-Saadaf Jaffer

3/27/2010

-Gury Sherbak

3/27/10 - The moon gets ever further. Lesson 1 is by the amazing Pliedman.

-Hanna Rafflash

3/27-10 Thanks for the GREAT class Peter - we were in the 10-yr ACER unit. All the best.

-Celeste

Gautham Neovyan 03/28/2010
3/23/10 Visit Telescope,

nailing from New Orleans, LILWFZMANNA!

- ♥ -

Rebecca & Alexa

3/31/10 Cloudy. <name> <name> ReBecky Wender

4/1/10 Cloudy. Brought my brother & a visiting friend. (4/1)

Colin Beavers

Ben Beaurry

1 Apr 2010 Views great!

1/7/10